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I. PROBLEM ~TATEMENT AND BACKGROUND RESULTS 
Consider the autonomous linear control problem P:  
(a) 2, = a,jxj + ~ bi~u~; i = 1, 2, "" n, 1 (1) 
]=i k=l 
(b) the nonempty restraint set X2: [ u k ] ~ 1 ; k = 1, 2 "" m., 
(c) the initial point x o = (Xlo , x20, .-. X,o ) ~ R ~, 
(d) the constant, compact, convex, target set G C R ", 
(e) the cost functional of control, C(u) = q. 
The problem of opt imum control is to select u( t )= (ul(t), u2(t), ... u,,~(t)) 
f rom D for each t, 0 < t £ t~, such that x(t) = (x~(t), x2(t),-" x~(t)) moves 
f rom x(0)= x o to an intersection with the target G in min imum t ime 
t 1 = C(u). A control u is called optimal in case C(u) ~ C(~) for any admis- 
sible control ~ e A, where A is the class of all measurable controls u(t) e g2 
on various t ime intervals 0 < t < t '  which "steer"  x(t) from x 0 to G. 
Boltyanskff et al. [1] have shown that a t ime-opt imal  control is necessarily 
an extremal control, that is, 
I. There  exists a nowhere zero, absolutely continuous vector 
~?(t) = (Th(t), 7/2(t),-'-, ~?~(t)) on t o < t < t 1 such that x(t), ,?(t), u(t) 
satisfy the differential equation system 
aH 
= (1) 
3H 
~ = - -  Ox~ i = 1, 2""  n. (2) 
* This work was done under NASA Contract NASr-27. 
Xin vector notation Eq. (1) is written as ~ =Ax + Bu, where A is an n x n 
constant matrix with elements a~j and B is an n × rn constant matrix with elements 
~i/¢' 
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II. H(~(t), x ( t ) ,u( t ) )= M(~(t), x(t)) for almost all t on t o <t~ tl, 
where 
H = ~ ~ aijxj + ~i b~u1~ = 71 • Ax -4- ~ • Bu (3) 
i=1 j=l i=1 k=~ 
and 
M(~/, x) = Max H(~7, x, u) (4) 
u~-Q 
I I I .  M(~(to) , X(to) = M(~7(t), x(t)) ~ 0 for all t o < t < tl and any ~/(t), 
x(t), satisfying both (1) and (2). (5) 
For certain of the results of this paper it is necessary to assume that the 
system (1) satisfies the following condition: 
DEFINITION. We call the system (1) normal if the vectors Bw, ABw, ..., 
A'~-IBw are linearly independent, where w is a vector having the direction 
of an edge of the polyhedron/2 (or along/2 itself if/2,is just a line segment). 
I f  the system (1) is normal then there is only one point u e/2 at which 
n m 
F(u) = ~ 7, ~ bi~uk 
i=1 k=l  
assumes its maximum for almost all t (see, for example, Pontriagin [2]). Thus 
if we know ~(t) the control u(t) is uniquely determined and is given by 
uk(t ) = sgn ~Ti(t) bik (6) 
or in vector notation u(t) = sgn {7/(t). B} for the normal system (1). 3 We 
wish to establish results concerning the uniqueness of the controls of the 
form (6) for the problem P. 
Rozonoer [3] has shown that the vector ~/(t) for the optimum control 
problem P must also satisfy a transversality condition, that is, when x(T) ~ ~G, 
the vector ~7(T) must be normal to a supporting hyperplane of the set G at the 
point x(T) and directed into the halfspace containing G. (The necessity of 
this eondition for optimal control is obvious from Lemma 5 of this paper.) 
For the linear system (2) it is easy to show that each component of ~(t). B has 
a finite number of zeros on any bounded interval 0 < t < tl. 
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II. UNIQUENESS THEOREMS 
As is well known [4] the solution to Eq. (1) can be written as the integral 
equation 
t 
x(t) = eA~xo + f eACt-~lBu(s) ds, x o = x(O) 
o 
and the solution to Eq. (2) as 
~(t) e-A'~7o, 7/o = 7(0), 
and ' indicates transpose. 
For each t ~ 0, let 
where 
t2A ~ e m=I+tA+~+' ' ' ,  
l ) 
xo/ lx x = + t 
We wish to establish certain properties of K(t, Xo) for the normal systems 
which will be of aid in proving the existence and uniqueness theorems. 
Evidently [5], K(t, xo) is compact, convex, and the boundary of K(t, Xo) is 
~K(t, xo) = x: x = entXo + e'4(t-')B sgn {7(s) . B} ds; ][ 7o II = 1 . 
o 
LEMMA 1. For each ~(t) with I I 7oil = 1, 
for all ~ e K(t, Xo) and equality holds only if 
~ = e A~ (x o + f:  e-A~B sgn {W(s)" B} ds) 
for the normal system (1). 
PROOF. 
~(t) "e A~ (Xo + f l  e-A~B sgn {~?(s)- B} ds) -- v(t)" ~ 
t 
= e-A' % . eA' (xO + f oe-AsB sgn {e-A'% " a} ds )
--e-A'%7°'eA* (x° -~- f l  e-AsB u(s)ds) 
= 70" [f:e-A,B sgn {7o" e -~B} ds]- 70" [f2e AoB,,(s)ds] 
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= f [Vo" e-A~B sgn {~o" e-~SB} -- ~o" e-~'B u(s)] ds 
0 
= [I f , (s)  I - f , (s)  , , (s ) ]  ds = [I f , (s)  I - -  fi(s) u,(s)] as, 
i=1 i=1 0 
where fi(s) =/th  component of the row vector 7o " e-A~B. But 
] f,(s) I -- f~(s) u,(s) > [ f,(s) ] -- ] f~(s) u~(s) I >-- I f~(s) [ -- [ fi(s) [ = 0 
for i = 1, 2, .'. m. Therefore, 
f* El/~(s) I - f~(s) u~(s)] as ~ o. 
i=1 0 
I f  equality holds, 
t 
f [I f,(s) I --fi(s) u,(s)] ds = 0 for 1, 2, ... m 
0 
and since ]f~(s) [ - - f i (s)  ui(s) ~ 0 it must be true that Ill(S) [ = fi(s) ui(s) 
a.e. on [0, t]. Since the system is normal If~(s)[~fi(s)ui(s ) a.e. on [0, t l 
implies ui(s) = sgn {fi(s)} a.e. on [0, t] which gives 
= emxo + f eA(~-~)B sgn {n(s) • B} ds. 
0 
LEMMA 2. The boundary of K(t, Xo) contains no line segments .for the 
normal system (1). 
PROOF. Suppose the boundary of K(t, Xo) contains a line segment L 
jo ining the points x I and x 2. Choose a support ing plane, ~, to K(t, Xo) at x 1 
containing L and take ~(t) to be a vector normal to ~ directed into the half- 
space not containing K(t, Xo) with [1 ~7o [I = 1. Then  ~/• x 1 ~ 7? " x2 and 
x 1 va x 2. By Lemma 1 there exists x a ~ K(t, Xo) such that ~ • x a > ~/• x 1, 
i.e. x * lies on the opposite side of ~r from the set K(t, Xo) which is a contra- 
diction because zr is a support ing plane to K(t, Xo). 
LEMMA 3. Consider the sets K(t, Xo) , 0 < t < t*. Corresponding to each 
> 0 there is a $ > 0 such that d(p, K(t, x0) ) < e (d as defined below) for 
each p ~ K(t*, Xo) and all t* -- ~ < t < t*. 
PROOF. Let p ~ K(t*, xo) and q ~ K(t, xo) , O < t < t*. Then there 
exist admissible %(s) and Uq(S) defined on the intervals [0, t*] and [0, t] 
reslJ tively such that 
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Let 
Then 
q~ ~ K(t, xa) 
But 
(eA(~;*--t) 
Thus 
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q" = eat [x° + Jo e-A=B u,(s) ds] . 
and d(p, K(t, xo) ) = min I I p - q I I < II p - q~ [I. 
qsK(t,Xo) 
IIp-q~ll 
--I) [en*xo 4-fl eA(*-')B u~(s) ds]4-f[* eA'~*-')B u~(s) ds 
fi* + enI~*-~)Bu,(s) ds . 
Let 
6"1 = max I I e A% I[ 
te[0,t*] 
which exists since I[ emxo I] is continuous in [0, t*]. There is a C z such that 
f eA(t-slB u~(s) ds C2 <_ 
o 
for all t ~ [0, t*] and all admissible u~(s) defined on [0, t] since 
f e~It-~)B u~ds E K(t, O) K(t*, O) C 
o 
which is compact [6]. Also there is a C z such that 
I[ enl'*-~)B u~(s) II --< Ca 
for all s • [0, t*] and u~(s) admissible. Hence 
d(p, K(t, Xo)) ~ 1[ en(~*-t) - - I  [] {C 1 4- C2} 4- (t* - -  t) C 3 
for each p e K(t*, xo). The right-hand side of this inequality is continuous 
in t and takes the value zero when t = t*. The 1emma is established. 
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Thus the sets K(t, x°), 0 < t < t* satisfy the hypotheses of the following 
lemma of ref. 6, page 6. 
"LEMMA 3. Consider sets A(t) of R% t <_ t*, with the following properties: 
(a) each A(t) is convex, and (b) corresponding to each E > 0 there is a 3 > 0 
such that d(p, A(t)) < • for each p • A(t*) and all t* - -  3 < t < t*. Then, 
if q is in the interior of A(t*), there is a t 1 < t* such that q is an interior point 
of A(tl)." 
The following theorem establishes the uniqueness of the optimal controls 
for the problem P. 
THEOREM 1. Let there be given a compact, convex set G of R n. For the 
normal system (1) suppose ul(t) and uZ(t) are such that the corresponding 
trajectories initiating at x(O) -- x o intersect G time optimally at t = t*. Then 
ul(t) = u2(t) a.e. on [0, t*]. 
PROOF. Let x~(t) denote the solutions corresponding to u~(t) for i = I, 2. 
Then xl(t *) and xZ(t*) are on the boundary of K(t*, x °) and also on the 
boundary of G. Assume xl(t *) :/: x2(t*). Then the line segment L which 
joins xa(t *) to x2(t *) is also in G and in K(t*, x°). I f  any point of L were an 
interior point to K(t*, x °) it would be interior to K(t, x °) for some t < t* 
which gives a point of G attainable for t < t* which contradicts our hypo- 
thesis. Therefore L must lie on the boundary of K(t*, x °) which contradicts 
Lemma 2. Thus xl(t *) = xZ(t*). Hence by theorem 4 of Pontriagin's paper, 
[2] ul(t) = u2(t) a .e .  on [0, t*]. 
Further properties of K(t, xo) are: 
LEMMA 4. Let o~ c K(t, xo). I f  
oJ : e At (x o + f l  e-~tsB sgn {~.  e-AsB} ds) 
then 
for i=  1,2, 
sgn (7/01-e-ASB} = sgn {%2. e-A~B), 
0 < s < t, a.e. for the normal system (1). 
PROOF. 
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Then 
t t 
@ " f e-AsB sgn {771. e-AsB} ds -- 77~ - f e-AsB sgn {~o 2- e-A~B} ds -~ O, 
o o 
or  
t t 
f I as = f sgn (,o • ds. 
0 0 
This implies that 
sgn {7/~. e-A~B} = sgn {~g. e-A~B} 
a.e. for the normal system (1). 
LEMMA 5. For each point 
°J(V°) = eAt Ix° + f l  e-A~B sgn {~7o" e-ASB} ds] 
on the boundary of K(t, xo) where ]] To ][ = 1, r/(t) = e-A'tVo is an exterior 
normal at cO(To). 
PROOF. ~7(t) •(oJ0?0) --  x) = 0 is the equation of a hyperplane, % passing 
through co0?0) which is orthogonal to ~7(t). From Lemma 1, 
~(t ) .  (~(~o) - ~) >- 0 
for all oJ in K(t, Xo) , therefore 7r supports K(t, Xo). From the sense of the 
inequality it is clear that ~(t) has the direction exterior to K(t, xo) at ~O(~o). 
The uniqueness of the extremal control for the problem P is provided by: 
THEOREM 2. Consider the control problem P. Let u ~ A be any con- 
trol function satisfying Eq. (6) where ~7(t) satisfies Eq. (2) and the trans- 
versality condition. I f  G n (K(t, xo) -- ~K(t, Xo) :/: ¢ for all t > t* where 
t *= infue ~ {C(u)}, then u(t) is the unique optimal control for the normal 
system (1). 
PROOF. Consider a common supporting hyperplane 7r* to the sets G and 
K(t*, Xo). Let ~7(t*) be a vector normal to 7r* directed into the halfspace 
containing G. By Theorem 1 and Lemmas 4 and 5, ~(t*) uniquely determines 
the optimum control u*(t). We wish to show that u*(t) is the only extremal 
control which steers x 0 to G and satisfies the transversality condition (we 
need only consider boundary points of G in looking for optimal controls). 
At a point x(t) on OG, ~/(t) is normal to a supporting hyperplane of G at x(t) 
and directed into the halfspace containing G (this is the transversality con- 
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dition). For x(t) on ~K(t, Xo), ~?(t) is normal to a supporting hyperplane of 
K(t, Xo) at x(t) and is directed into the halfspace not containing K(t, xo), 
according to Lemma 5. Consider any time tl > t* at which K(tl, Xo) and G 
again have a common supporting hyperplane ~¢. ~7(tl) must be normal to ~r 1 
and be directed out of the halfspace containing K(t 1, Xo) into the halfspace 
containing G. This is impossible since the two convex sets G and K(tl, Xo) 
must he on the same side of ~r 1 if G c~ (K(tl, Xo) -- ~K(t~, Xo)  # 4. There- 
fore, tl < t*. But t* is the first t for which x(t) is in G so tl = t*. 
REMARK. G c~ (K(tl, Xo) -- ~K(tl, Xo)  # 4, tl > t* for the problem P 
if the vector 2 is directed into the set G for every point on the boundary of G 
for some choice of u ~ ~. 
I I I .  SYNTHESIS OF THE OPTIMUM CONTROL 
It has been demonstrated by Lee and Markus [7] (also by Pontriagin [2] 
for the linear problem) that if the set A is nonempty a then there will exist an 
optimum control for the problem P. Obviously, the set A is nonempty for 
any x 0 in R ~ if G contains the origin in R n and if the matrix A of the normal 
system (1) is stable (i.e. if all of the roots of [ A --  M I ~ 0 have negative 
real parts). This follows from theorem 7 of ref. 2 or the corollary on page 6 
of ref. 7. Since anything which can be done with allowable control can also 
be done with optimal control the synthesis procedure to be outlined will 
provide the domain of controllability, that is, the set of points (initial con- 
ditions Xo) from which the set G can be reached using allowable control. 
This will then completely answer the question of existence. 
Theorem 2 is of interest in solving the synthesis problem. The procedure 
we use is the same as that suggested by LaSalle in ref. 8. Assume the system 
(1) and the set G satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2. Then we can start 
the system (1) at points on the boundary of G and use system (2) and Eq. (6) 
to determine the control function u(t), observing the solution as t decreases 
(replace t by - - t )  for the various allowable initial conditions on ~7(t) as 
determined by the transversality conditions with II 70 El = 1. The control 
function as determined is then the optimal control for all points x(t) which 
can be attained in this manner. This is then a constructive procedure for 
determining the switching surface, where the components of u(t) change 
signs as functions of x = (xl, x2-.. x~), that is, u as u(xl, x2".x~) for the 
control problem P. We treat an example which illustrates the synthesis 
procedure. 
3 The condition that x(t) be bounded for all responses corresponding to u(t) in A 
is automatically satisfied by the linear system (1). 
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EXAMPLE. As an example consider the second order problem: 
(a) e l=x2+u 
(b) g2 : - - l _<u£1 
(c) c ( . )  = t, 
(d) G = {(xl, x2) : xl(t ) = 0 all t > 0 with u ~/2}. 
In (d), xl(t) is the solution of (a) with Xl (0  ) = Xl, X2(0 ) = X 2. The 
problem statement is: find u(xl, x2) such that (xl(t), x~(t)) move from any 
point x 0 e R 2 to the target G and, moreover, in going from x 0 to G, C(u) attains 
the smallest value with respect o u e A. 
To apply the previous results we must establish convexity for G and actually 
find the boundary of G. A constructive procedure for doing this is outlined 
in refs. 9 and 10. Since Xl(t ) is to be 0 for t > 0 then 0~l(t ) = 0 for t > 0. 
This implies that u=- -x  2 for t>0 with l u lG1 .  Thus £==- -2x= 
and [ x 2 I K 1 all t > 0. Consider the points xa0 for which this will be true 
for t > 0. Because x2(t) = X2o e-2*, any x20 for which I x20 I --< 1 is satis- 
factory. Therefore G is just the line segment X 1 = 0,  [ X 2 I ~--- 1. G is cer -  
ta in ly  compact, convex and nonempty. We have also demonstrated that 
G ~ (K(t, Xo) -  OK(t, x°))=/= ¢ since for any point of G we can choose 
u = -- x~ for t > 0, which is not an extremal control and must lead to a 
point interior to K(t, Xo) for t > 0. 
To solve for the optimum control u as u(xt, x2) we will use the previously 
outlined procedure. Consider 
where 
H = rhX ~ 47 (-- %) x~ 4- (~1 47 %) u, 
~H ~ - a .~ - o ,  
~H 
Carrying out the condition of the maximum [Eq. (6)] we obtain 
u = sgn {'ql -~ rig}, 
from which the control is uniquely defined a.e. since 
Bw= [I ] and ABw= [_ I ]  
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are noncolinear. Substituting for u we obtain the following equation systems 
with t = - -  t: 
- -  "~1 : X2 ~-  sgn (71 + 72) 
--x2 =x2+sgn(71+72)  
- -7 )1  =0 
- -  7}2 = - -  71  -}- 72  
Let 71o = cos 0, 720 = sin 0 with 0 < 0 < 27r. Therefore 
71(t, 0) = constant -= 710 = cos 0 
and 
7~(t, 0), = (720 - -  71o) e- t  + 71o = (sin 0 - -  cos 0) e -* + cos 0, 
0 < 0 <27r.  
Consider 71(t, 0) + 72(t, 0) and the point (0, 1) of G. Any line through the 
point (0, 1) is a supporting line to G. For this point allowable values of 0 
to satisfy the transversality condition are 7r < 0 < 2m Calculate 
sgn (7,(t, 0) + 7z(t, 0)) along solution curves (Xl(t), x2(t)) starting at (0, 1) 
for 7r < 0 < 2~r. sgn (~,(t, 0) + %(t, 0)) = - -  1 for 7r < 0 < 3~r/2 all t > 0 
and sgn (7~(t, 0) + 7z(t, 0)) = + 1 for 0 - -  2~r. For each 37r/2 < 0 < 2~r 
(0,1) 
G 
(0,-[) 
u=t l  
~" u= - I  \ 
\ \ 
j I 
/ / 
/ 
I= X I 
Fro. 1 
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the zeros of ~h(t, O) + ~(t, O) occur at only one time t 1 and t 1 attains all 
values between 0 and oo for 37r/2 __< 0 < 2~. sgn (~71(t, 0) + ~?2(t, 0)) is - -  1 
for t in (0, tl) and + 1 for t in (tl, oo). Therefore 
F = {xl(t), x~(t) : ~ = - -  x 2 + 1, e2 = x2 + 1 with 
xl(0) = 0, x~(0) - -  1, t > 0} 
constitutes the zeros of (vx(t, 0) + v2(t, 0)) in the xl, x2 plane fo r .  < 0 < 27r 
all t > 0 for opt imum solutions to the point (0, 1). For the point (0, - -  1) of 
G we reflect F through the origin to find 1 ~, the zeros of vi(t, 0) + w(t, 0) 
in the Xl, x 2 plane for 0 < 0 < 7r, t > 0. 
Finally consider points of G with Ix2[ < 1. Here 0 can only take the 
values 0, or, 2~'. But sgn @l(t, 0) + v2(t, 0)) has no zeros for 0 = 0, ~r, 2rr, 
all t > 0. Therefore the zeros of (v~(t, 0) + ~/2(t, 0)) in the xl, x 2 plane are 
exactly the set F w F. I t  is easy to see that F, F and the line seg- 
ment:  [ x 2 I < 1, Xl = 0 form a line which divides the xl, x~ plane into two 
parts. On one side of this line sgn (Vl + W) = - -  1, on the other + 1. But 
this gives u as u(x~, x2). Figure 1 shows the switching boundary and typical 
opt imum solutions for this example. 
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